#0809 - The American Muse…a birthday tribute to Samuel Adler, and a further foray into some home-grown 20th century repertoire for the ‘king of instruments’.

#0810 - Bach’s Scores?…music beyond the standard repertoire, some of it recently discovered, some of questionable authenticity, but all sounding splendid on an international collection of ‘Bach’s Royal Instruments’.

#0811 - A Resurrection Festival…celebratory music for choirs and instruments in observance of the springtime Christian Easter.

#0812 – Conversations With a Great Dame…a visit with world-travelling British recitalist and teacher Dame Gillian Weir.

#0813 - From the Chambers and Chapels of Kings…instruments historic and modern in Versailles, Berlin, Dresden, London and Cambridge where royalty commoned and consorted.